UNIVERSITY OF AGDER, NORWAY
SEEKS FIVE SCHOLARS IN MARKETING, STRATEGY AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

The Business School of University of Agder is seeking applications for up to five full-time permanent positions as Professor/Associate Professor. Relevant specializations:

- Marketing, international marketing, consumer behavior, branding, e-marketing
- Strategy, international strategy, change and knowledge management, open innovation, emerging market, global business context and political risk, corporate social responsibility
- Supply chain management, logistics management, project management, industrial buying behavior

- Starting date: Expected Mid 2014, or ASAP – With application deadline August 15th, 2013.
- Salary range: NOK 572,400–NOK 778,200. In the case of particularly highly qualified Full Professors, a higher salary may be considered.
- Professor Trond Randøy (trond.randoy@uia.no) that will attend the AIB Istanbul meeting will very like to have an informal discussion with potential applications. Please make appointments by e-mail.

Further information: http://uia.easycruit.com/vacancy/990997/35073?iso=no